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A Typology of Main Street Commercial Corridors Using Cluster Analysis
Abstract
The Main Street Organization is a nonprofit focused on commercial corridor revitalization. The National
Main Street Center has created a targeted program of revitalization called the Four-Point Approach that is
designed to breathe new life into local Main Streets: bolster local businesses, save the historic buildings, and
reinstate downtown as a social and cultural hub. There are over 1,600 local Main Street communities, and
currently, the Four-Point Approach is employed similarly across all of them. This singular application doesn’t
adequately address the distinct needs of different Main Streets. While it is infeasible for the National Main
Street Center to develop comprehensive programming for each of its 1,600 members, the Four Point
Approach could be significantly improved if it were tailored to address the needs of similar types of
communities.
A hierarchical cluster analysis (Ward’s Method) was used to group Main Street communities into six
statistically similar clusters, based on comparable attributes. It is clear post-analysis that the clusters diverge in
key areas: demographics, economics, and housing. With these six groups, the National Main Street Center is
poised to develop more targeted programming and education designed for the specific needs of each group.
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trimming	the	dendrogram	at	a	higher	point.	Of	course,	this	means	that	the	
neighborhoods	within	these	larger	groups	will	be	more	diverse,	but	there	is	still	
significant	value-add	with	a	segmentation.	Alternatively,	if	the	organization	has	capacity	
to	develop	tens	of	tracts	for	distinct	groups,	a	larger	number	of	clusters	may	be	
appropriate.	A	smaller	number	of	clusters	will	have	fewer	members,	but	may	parse	
similar	neighborhoods	into	different	groups	when	they	would	make	more	sense	
together.	There	are	tradeoffs	in	each	scenario.	
In	discussions	with	various	consultants,	state	and	national	coordinators,	and	
from	my	own	time	interning	at	the	National	Main	Street	Center,	I	believe	the	National	
Organization’s	time	and	resources	are	too	limited	to	manage	tens	of	clusters.	The	
previous	methods	suggested	six	clusters	were	ideal,	but	10	showed	similar	promise.	I	
chose	six	clusters	as	I	believe	this	better	reflects	the	National	Main	Street	Center’s	
capacity.	If	the	Main	Street	Center	decides	they	would	like	to	drill	down	further,	they	
can	easily	ascertain	where	each	split	happens	by	looking	at	the	dendrogram.	
	 Looking	at	the	six	clusters,	it	is	clear	that	they	diverge	in	several	key	areas.	
Cluster	1	Main	Streets	have,	on	average,	an	older	population,	a	more	diverse	
population,	higher	rates	of	housing	vacancy	and	unemployment,	fewer	college	
educated,	and	a	higher	rate	of	manufacturing	workers.	Cluster	2	has	more	children	
under	18	and	more	elderly	over	65,	more	family	households,	lower	rates	of	college	
educated,	a	greater	percentage	of	Hispanic,	and	more	agricultural	workers.	Cluster	3	has	
a	significantly	larger	than	average	population	of	young	adults	18	to	34	(very	few	kids	or	
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elderly),	very	few	family	households,	more	renters	than	owners,	and	a	higher	number	of	
college	grads.	Cluster	4	has	fewer	college	educated,	slightly	higher	rates	of	
homeownership,	and	a	greater	number	of	manufacturing	workers.	Cluster	5	Main	
Streets	are	very	dense,	have	a	large	population	of	young	adults	age	18	to	34	(few	young	
or	elderly),	higher	rates	of	college	educated,	more	renters	than	homeowners,	very	high	
income	and	high	home	value.	Lastly,	Cluster	6	has	more	college	educated,	higher	
income,	more	older	adults	age	35	to	64,	a	higher	rate	of	homeownership,	and,	on	
average,	older	housing	stock.	
	
	
	
Fig.	16:	Heat	map	showing	Main	Street	clusters	by	different	variables	
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With	these	six	groups,	the	National	Main	Street	Center	is	poised	to	develop	more	
targeted	programming	and	education	designed	for	the	specific	attributes	and	
demographics	of	each	groups.	This	solution	is	not	as	time	consuming	or	costly	as	
individualized	programming	but	more	targeted	than	the	current	approach,	and	is	poised	
to	add	significant	value	to	The	National	Main	Street	Center’s	Four	Point	Approach.	This	
typology	will	also	be	useful	in	helping	local	communities	to	identify	comparable	and/or	
aspirational	communities—these	clusters	are	a	starting	point	for	communities	looking	
for	guidance	on	addressing	issues	within	a	comparable	context.		
	 This	analysis	could	also	have	implications	for	other	national	organizations	with	a	
broad	scope	and	diverse	membership.	This	study	serves	as	an	example	of	how	collecting	
and	analyzing	publicly	available	data	can	lead	to	significant	opportunity	for	
programming	and	implementation	specialization.	This	method	can	be	replicated	to	
optimize	the	allocation	of	certain	government	subsidies	(such	as	real	estate	tax	credits	
and	grants)	and	strengthen	the	application	of	community	development	interventions	
(say,	by	LISC,	HUD,	NHS,	etc.).	
In	addition,	this	thesis	should	make	clear	why	robust	and	regular	data-keeping	
practices	are	worthwhile.	Ideally,	with	the	initial	lift	of	this	project,	upkeep	will	not	be	
overly	taxing	to	the	organization	and	be	worthy	of	any	additional	effort	required.	This	
thesis	could	serve	as	the	starting	point	for	additional	statistical	analyses	to	obtain	a	
fuller	understanding	of	what’s	working	and	what	needs	work	within	the	Main	Street	
Organization.		
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Large-scale	data-driven	projects,	such	as	this	one,	can	provide	a	big-picture	view	
that	helps	to	optimize	resource	allocation	and	streamline	top-level	decision	making.	
These	types	of	analyses	may	not	be	appropriate	in	guiding	every-day,	nuanced	decision	
making	as	they	fall	short	in	capturing	an	individual	community’s	on-the-ground	sense	of	
place,	but	they	can	add	impactful	insights	to	round	out	case	studies,	surveys,	and	other	
qualitative	understandings.	
	
	
8.				NEXT	STEPS	
	
	
	 The	Main	Street	Organization	can	use	the	code	written	for	this	project	to	gather	
additional	variables	as	they	see	fit.	With	additional	variables,	Main	Street	could	cluster	
communities	based	on	specific	topics	(say,	housing,	resiliency,	demographics),	similar	to	
what	was	done	by	The	Federal	Reserve	Bank	of	Chicago	for	the	Peer	City	Identification	
Tool.	A	front-end	application	or	other	user-friendly	tool	will	make	these	findings	more	
accessible	for	the	National	Organization,	the	State	Coordinating	Offices,	local	Main	
Streets,	consultants,	and	researchers,	who	will	hopefully	be	moved	by	open	accessible	
data	to	undertake	more	advanced	projects	regarding	Main	Street.	
	 As	mentioned	in	this	thesis,	certain	limitations	restricted	the	scope	of	this	
project.	Moving	forward,	this	analysis	could	be	expanded	to	include	additional	variables	
(perhaps	even	qualitative	survey	results)	as	practitioners	and	researchers	see	fit.	
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APPENDIX:	CODE	
	
#****************************************#	
#							UNIVERSITY	OF	PENNSYLVANIA								
#						DEPT	OF	HISTORIC	PRESERVATION						
#								MASTERS	THESIS	-	FALL	2018							
#							MAIN	STREET	CLUSTER	ANALYSIS						
#																																									
#									CODE	BY:	MOLLY	BALZANO										
#										mdbalzano@gmail.com												
#																																									
#										Completed:	04-29-2018										
#									Last	Update:	00-00-0000									
#****************************************#	
	
#*******************************************************#	
#						WORKFLOW	
#	
#		1.		Set	up	work	space,	install	&	call	packages	
#		2.		Upload	Main	Street	shapefiles	
#		3.		Inspect	&	clean	Main	Street	shapefile	attribute	tables	
#		3.		Calculate	the	nearest	Main	Street	for	each	Main	Street	
#		4.		Upload	census	block	group	shapefiles	
#		5.		Select	all	census	block	groups	within	2-mile	radius	of	a	Main	Street	
#		6.		Get	ACS	data	for	all	census	blocks	within	Main	Street	buffers	
#		7.		Calculate	additional	variables	
#		8.		Calculate	z-scores	for	all	variables	
#		9.		Cluster	analysis	
#		10.	Create	visuals	
#		11.	Save	data	
#	
#*******************************************************#	
	
#******************************************************#	
#						TIPS	
#	
#		1.	Change	from	readOGR	to	st_read	to	open	shapefiles	faster	
#		2.	Change	projection	depending	on	location	(currently	using	national	UTM)	
#	
#*******************************************************#	
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#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(1)	Set	up	work	space,	install	&	call	packages			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Clear	workspace	
rm(list=ls())	
	
#	Set	working	directory	(this	is	the	Mac	file	directory	format)	
setwd("")	
wd	<-	getwd()	
	
#	Creae	a	list	of	packages	to	install	
packages_list	<-	c("foreign",	"rgdal",	"sf",		"raster",	"broom",	"tigris",		
																			"sp",	"rgeos",	"censusapi",	"tidycensus",	"tidyverse",		
																			"viridis",	"cluster",	"cleangeo",	"geosphere",	"dplyr",		
																			"spatstat","factoextra",	"dendextend",	"devtools",		
																			"leaflet",	"Hmisc",	"plyr")	
	
#	Loop	through	list	of	packages.	If	packages	aren't	installed,	install	packages	
a	<-	lapply(packages_list,	function(x){if(!	x	%in%	installed.packages())	
install.packages(x)})	
	
#	Loop	through	list	of	packages,	call	libraries		
a	<-	lapply(packages_list,	function(x){library(x,	character.only	=	TRUE)})	
	
#	If	census	API	is	not	installed,	install	
if	(!	"censusapi"	%in%	installed.packages())	devtools::install_github("hrecht/censusapi")	
	
#	Call	census	API	library	
library("censusapi")		#	connect	to	census	API	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(2)	Upload	Main	Street	shapefiles,	inspect	&	clean			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
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#	Create	a	list	of	folders	&	file	names	
dirs	<-	list.files(path	=	"./Main_Streets",	full.names	=	FALSE,	recursive	=	FALSE)	
		
#	Create	vectors	to	store	each	shapefile	
shapes	<-	vector(	"list",	length(dirs))	
	
	
#******************************************************	
#	Read	strings	as	characters,	not	factors	
#	stringsAsFactors	=	FALSE	
#	Check	if	there's	an	issue	below	forcing	factors	to	strings	
#*******	
	
	
#	Loop	through	Main	Street	folder,	open	each	shapefile	
for	(b	in	1:length(shapes)){	
		shapes[[b]]	<-	try(readOGR(paste0("./Main_Streets/",	dirs[b])),	TRUE)	
}	
	
#set	names	
names(shapes)	<-	paste0("ms_",	'',	dirs)	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(3)		Inspect	&	clean	Main	Street	shapefile	attribute	tables		#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Clean	up	shapefile	attribute	column	names	and	add	missing	data	
shapes[["ms_boston"]]$ST	<-	"MA"	
shapes[["ms_boston"]]$MUNC	<-	"Boston"	
shapes[["ms_boston"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_boston"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_dc"]]@data[["MUNC"]][10]	<-	"Washington	DC"	
shapes[["ms_dc"]]@data[["MUNC"]][11]	<-	"Washington	DC"	
shapes[["ms_delaware"]]$ST	<-	"DE"	
shapes[["ms_kentucky"]]$ST	<-	"KY"	
shapes[["ms_kentucky"]]$MUNC	<-	shapes[["ms_kentucky"]]$NAME	
shapes[["ms_kentucky"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_kentucky"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$ST	<-	"LA"	
shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$MUNC	<-	shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$COMMUNITIE	
shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$NAME	<-	shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$COMMUNITIE	
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shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_louisiana"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$ST	<-	"MI"	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$MUNC	<-	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$Community	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$NAME	<-	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$Community	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	
shapes[["ms_michigan_oaklandcounty"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_montana"]]$ST	<-	"MT"	
shapes[["ms_montana"]]$MUNC	<-	shapes[["ms_montana"]]$NAME	
shapes[["ms_montana"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_montana"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_new_jersey"]]$ST	<-	"NJ"	
shapes[["ms_new_jersey"]]$MUNC	<-	shapes[["ms_new_jersey"]]$MUNI	
shapes[["ms_new_jersey"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_new_jersey"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_north_carolina"]]$NAME	<-	shapes[["ms_north_carolina"]]$PROGRAM	
shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$ST	<-	"OK"	
shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$MUNC	<-	shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$Community	
shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$NAME	<-	shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$MSName	
shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_oklahoma"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_oregon"]]$NAME	<-	shapes[["ms_oregon"]]$Community	
shapes[["ms_oregon"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_oregon"]]$Shape_Area	
shapes[["ms_orlando"]]$NAME	<-	shapes[["ms_orlando"]]$BUISNESSNE	
shapes[["ms_orlando"]]$SHAPE_Area	<-	shapes[["ms_orlando"]]$Shape_area	
	
#	Select	only	the	shared	columns	in	each	attribute	table	
for	(c	in	1:length(shapes)){	
		print(c)	
		shapes[[c]]@data	<-	data.frame("ST"	=	shapes[[c]]$ST,	"MUNC"	=	shapes[[c]]$MUNC,	
"NAME"	=	shapes[[c]]$NAME,	"SHAPE_Area"	=	shapes[[c]]$SHAPE_Area)	
}	
	
#	Loop	through	the	list	of	shapefiles,	change	projection,	and	bind	together	into	one	
shapefile	
for	(c	in	1:length(shapes)){	
		if	(!exists("ms_states")){	
				ms_states	<-	spTransform(shapes[[c]],	CRS("+proj=utm	+north	+zone=4	
+ellps=WGS84"))		#	Read	shapefile	and	transform	to	correct	projection	
		}	
		else{	
				ms_states	<-	rbind(ms_states,spTransform(shapes[[c]],	CRS("+proj=utm	+north	
+zone=4	+ellps=WGS84")))		#	if	the	merged	dataset	does	exist,	merge	to	it	
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		}	
			
}	
	
#	Check	projection	
proj4string(ms_states)	
	
#	Check	for	NAs	
check_ms_states	<-	ms_states@data[rowSums(is.na(ms_states@data))	>0	,]	
View(check_ms_states)	
	
#	Fix	any	outstanding	errors	(if	this	doesn't	work,	exlcude)	
ms_states@data[["MUNC"]][514]	<-	"Metuchen"	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(3)	Calculate	the	nearest	Main	Street	for	each	Main	Street			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Create	a	new	column	to	store	distance	to	the	nearest	Main	Street	
ms_states@data$Nearness	<-	''	
	
#	For	each	Main	Street,	calculate	distance	to	nearest	Main	Street	
for(d	in	1:nrow(ms_states)){	
		current_state	<-	ms_states[d,]	
		e	<-	gDistance(current_state,	ms_states,	byid=TRUE)	
		print(min(e[e>0]))	
		poly_index	<-	which.min(e[e>0])	
		print(poly_index)	
		print(ms_states[poly_index,]$NAME)	
		name	<-	ms_states[poly_index,]@data$NAME	
		current_state@data$Nearness<-	name	
		attribute_data	=	data.frame(current_state)	
		ms_states[d,]<-	attribute_data	
}	
	
#	Check	data	
head(ms_states@data)	
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#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(4)	Upload	Census	block	group	shapefiles			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Make	sure	there	is	single	shapefile	in	every	folder	with	valid	attributes	
blockshpfolder_list	<-	list.files(path	=	"./Block_Groups",	full.names	=	FALSE,	recursive	=	
FALSE)	
	
#	Open	block	group	shapefiles	and	combine	into	one	shapefile	
#	Takes	~2	minutes	per	state	
for	(file	in	blockshpfolder_list){	
		#	if	the	merged	dataset	doesn't	exist,	create	it	
		shp_folder	<-	paste(getwd(),'Block_Groups',file,sep="/")	
		shp_name	<-	gsub('.shp','',list.files(path=	shp_folder,pattern	=	"\\.shp$"))	
			
		if	(!exists("blocks_group")){	
				blocks_group	<-	spTransform(readOGR(dsn=shp_folder,	layer=shp_name),	
CRS("+proj=utm	+north	+zone=4	+ellps=WGS84"))	
		}	
			
		#	if	the	merged	dataset	does	exist,	merge	to	it	
		else{	
				blocks_group	<-	bind(blocks_group,spTransform(readOGR(dsn=shp_folder,	
layer=shp_name),	CRS("+proj=utm	+north	+zone=4	+ellps=WGS84")))	
		}	
			
}	
	
#	Check	projection	
proj4string(blocks_group)	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(5)	Select	all	census	block	groups	within	a	2	mile	radius	of	a	Main	Street			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Select	all	block	groups	with	a	2-mile	buffer	of	each	Main	Street	
#	Takes	~4	hours	to	run	
for(g	in	1:nrow(ms_states)){	
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		current_ms	<-	ms_states[g,]	
		print(current_ms$NAME)	
			
		#	Draw	a	2-mile	buffer	around	each	polygon	
		state_buffer	<-	gBuffer(current_ms,	width	=	3218)	
			
		#	Select	block	groups	whose	centroid	falls	within	the	buffer	
		blocks_within	<-	gIntersects(state_buffer,	blocks_group,	byid	=TRUE)		
	
		#	Create	a	vector	with	the	blockgroups	selected		
		blocks_selected	<-	blocks_group[as.vector(blocks_within),]	
		print(length(blocks_selected))	
			
		#	For	each	blockgroup	in	the	vector,	add	the	Main	Street's	data	
		if(length(blocks_selected)	>	0){	
				blocks_selected$NAME	<-	current_ms$NAME	
				blocks_selected$ST	<-	current_ms$ST	
				blocks_selected$MUNC	<-	current_ms$MUNC	
				blocks_selected$NEARNESS	<-	current_ms$Nearness	
				blocks_selected$SHAPE_Area	<-	current_ms$SHAPE_Area	
				blocks_selected$MS_Area	<-	gArea(current_ms)/1609.344	
				blocks_selected$Block_Area	<-	gArea(blocks_selected)/1609.344	
		}	
			
		#	Create	a	new	vector	with	the	combined	data	
		if(!exists("blocks_selected_all"))	
		{blocks_selected_all	=	blocks_selected}	
		else	
		{blocks_selected_all	=	bind(blocks_selected_all,blocks_selected)}	
}	
	
#	Create	a	data	frame	from	the	blocks	vector	
blocks_sel_frame	<-	data.frame	(blocks_selected_all)	
	
#	Save	file	
write.csv(blocks_sel_frame,	"blocks_sel_frame.csv",	row.names	=	FALSE)	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(6)	Get	ACS	data	for	all	census	blocks	within	Main	Street	buffers		#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
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#	Connect	to	census	API	
#	Get	API	here:	http://api.census.gov/data/key_signup.html	
#	Census_api_key	
census_api_key("828af1537ea1388037a9e60cf6bf7688f4f8b361")	
	
#	Cache	data	for	use	in	future	sessions	
options(tigris_use_cache	=	TRUE)	
	
#	Download	all	available	census	variables	to	find	the	names	of	the	desired	variables	
availablevars	<-	listCensusMetadata(name="acs5",	vintage=2015)	
	
#	Test	the	variables	come	through	for	one	county	
test_census	<-	get_acs(geography	=	"block	group",		
																							variables	=c(POP	=	"B01003_001E",	
																																				HH_TOT	=	"B09019_002E",	
																																				HH_FAM	=	"B09019_003E",		
																																				HH_NONFAM	=	"B09019_024E",	
																																				EDU_TOT	=	"B15003_001E",	
																																				EDU_HSDIP	=	"B15003_017E",	
																																				EDU_HSGED	=	"B15003_018E",	
																																				EDU_COL1YR	=	"B15003_019E",	
																																				EDU_SOMECOL	=	"B15003_020E",	
																																				EDU_ASSC	=	"B15003_021E",	
																																				EDU_BACH	=	"B15003_022E",	
																																				EDU_MAST	=	"B15003_023E",	
																																				EDU_PROF	=	"B15003_024E",	
																																				EDU_DOC	=	"B15003_025E",	
																																				JOBS_TOT	=	"B23025_002E",	
																																				JOBS_UNEMPL	=	"B23025_005E",	
																																				INC_MED	=	"B19013_001E",	
																																				INC_AGG	=	"B19025_001E",	
																																				HZ_TOT	=	"B25001_001E",	
																																				HZ_OCU	=	"B25002_002E",	
																																				HZ_VAC	=	"B25002_003E",	
																																				HZ_OWN	=	"B25003_002E",	
																																				HZ_RENT	=	"B25003_003E",	
																																				HZ_MEDYR	=	"B25035_001E",	
																																				RACE_WH	=	"B02001_002E",	
																																				RACE_HISP	=	"B03002_012E",	
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																																				HZ_MDRENT	=	"B25064_001E",	
																																				HZ_MEDVAL	=	"B25077_001E",	
																																				AGEM_TOT	=	"B01001_002E",	
																																				AGEM_LESS5	=	"B01001_003E",	
																																				AGEM_5TO9	=	"B01001_004E",	
																																				AGEM_10TO14	=	"B01001_005E",	
																																				AGEM_15TO17	=	"B01001_006E",	
																																				AGEM_18TO19	=	"B01001_007E",	
																																				AGEM_20	=	"B01001_008E",	
																																				AGEM_21	=	"B01001_009E",	
																																				AGEM_22TO24	=	"B01001_010E",	
																																				AGEM_25TO29	=	"B01001_011E",	
																																				AGEM_30TO34	=	"B01001_012E",	
																																				AGEM_35TO39	=	"B01001_013E",	
																																				AGEM_40TO44	=	"B01001_014E",	
																																				AGEM_45TO49	=	"B01001_015E",	
																																				AGEM_50TO54	=	"B01001_016E",	
																																				AGEM_55TO59	=	"B01001_017E",	
																																				AGEM_60TO61	=	"B01001_018E",	
																																				AGEM_62TO64	=	"B01001_019E",	
																																				AGEF_TOT	=	"B01001_026E",	
																																				AGEF_LESS5	=	"B01001_027E",	
																																				AGEF_5TO9	=	"B01001_028E",	
																																				AGEF_10TO14	=	"B01001_029E",	
																																				AGEF_15TO17	=	"B01001_030E",	
																																				AGEF_18TO19	=	"B01001_031E",	
																																				AGEF_20	=	"B01001_032E",	
																																				AGEF_21	=	"B01001_033E",	
																																				AGEF_22TO24	=	"B01001_034E",	
																																				AGEF_25TO29	=	"B01001_035E",	
																																				AGEF_30TO34	=	"B01001_036E",	
																																				AGEF_35TO39	=	"B01001_037E",	
																																				AGEF_40TO44	=	"B01001_038E",	
																																				AGEF_45TO49	=	"B01001_039E",	
																																				AGEF_50TO54	=	"B01001_040E",	
																																				AGEF_55TO59	=	"B01001_041E",	
																																				AGEF_60TO61	=	"B01001_042E",	
																																				AGEF_62TO64	=	"B01001_043E",	
																																				INDM_TOT	=	"C24030_001E",	
																																				INDM_AGG	=	"C24030_003E",	
																																				INDM_CONST	=	"C24030_006E",	
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																																				INDM_MANU	=	"C24030_007E",	
																																				INDM_WHOL	=	"C24030_008E",	
																																				INDM_RET	=	"C24030_009E",	
																																				INDM_TRANS	=	"C24030_010E",	
																																				INDM_INFO	=	"C24030_010E",	
																																				INDM_FIN	=	"C24030_011E",	
																																				INDM_PROF	=	"C24030_017E",	
																																				INDM_EDU	=	"C24030_021E",	
																																				INDM_ARTS	=	"C24030_024E",	
																																				INDM_OTH	=	"C24030_027E",	
																																				INDM_PUB	=	"C24030_028E",	
																																				INDF_AGG	=	"C24030_030E",	
																																				INDF_CONST	=	"C24030_033E",	
																																				INDF_MANU	=	"C24030_034E",	
																																				INDF_WHOL	=	"C24030_035E",	
																																				INDF_RET	=	"C24030_036E",	
																																				INDF_TRANS	=	"C24030_037E",	
																																				INDF_INFO	=	"C24030_040E",	
																																				INDF_FIN	=	"C24030_041E",	
																																				INDF_PROF	=	"C24030_044E",	
																																				INDF_EDU	=	"C24030_048E",	
																																				INDF_ARTS	=	"C24030_051E",	
																																				INDF_OTH	=	"C24030_054E",	
																																				INDF_PUB	=	"C24030_055E"),	
																							key=census_api_key,	year	=	2015,	
																							county	=	"Maricopa",		
																							state	=	"AZ",		
																							geometry	=	TRUE,	output	=	"wide")	
View(test_census)	
	
#	If	there	are	incorrect	vars	(return	NA);	find	correct	ones	
test_census2	<-	get_acs(geography	=	"block	group",		
																							variables	=c(VAR1	=	"",	
																																				VAR2	=	"",	
																																				VAR3	=	"",	
																																				VAR4	=	"",	
																																				VAR5	=	""),	
																							key=census_api_key,	year	=	2015,	
																							county	=	"Maricopa",		
																							state	=	"AZ",		
																							geometry	=	TRUE,	output	=	"wide")	
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View(test_census2)	
	
#	Create	data	frame	to	store	the	census	data	
county_state_list	<-	data.frame(unique(blocks_sel_frame[,c('COUNTYFP','STATEFP')]))	
dim(county_state_list)	
	
#	Select	desired	variables	for	all	blockgroups	in	the	US	
#	For	each	county	in	the	count_state_list,	select	the	following	variables	by	block	group	
for	(h	in	1:nrow(county_state_list)){	
		print(h)	
		census_data	<-	get_acs(geography	=	"block	group",		
																									variables	=c(POP	=	"B01003_001E",	
																																						HH_TOT	=	"B09019_002E",	
																																						HH_FAM	=	"B09019_003E",		
																																						HH_NONFAM	=	"B09019_024E",	
																																						EDU_TOT	=	"B15003_001E",	
																																						EDU_HSDIP	=	"B15003_017E",	
																																						EDU_HSGED	=	"B15003_018E",	
																																						EDU_COL1YR	=	"B15003_019E",	
																																						EDU_SOMECOL	=	"B15003_020E",	
																																						EDU_ASSC	=	"B15003_021E",	
																																						EDU_BACH	=	"B15003_022E",	
																																						EDU_MAST	=	"B15003_023E",	
																																						EDU_PROF	=	"B15003_024E",	
																																						EDU_DOC	=	"B15003_025E",	
																																						JOBS_TOT	=	"B23025_002E",	
																																						JOBS_UNEMPL	=	"B23025_005E",	
																																						INC_MED	=	"B19013_001E",	
																																						INC_AGG	=	"B19025_001E",	
																																						RACE_WH	=	"B02001_002E",	
																																						RACE_HISP	=	"B03002_012E",	
																																						HZ_TOT	=	"B25001_001E",	
																																						HZ_OCU	=	"B25002_002E",	
																																						HZ_VAC	=	"B25002_003E",	
																																						HZ_OWN	=	"B25003_002E",	
																																						HZ_RENT	=	"B25003_003E",	
																																						HZ_MEDYR	=	"B25035_001E",	
																																						HZ_MDRENT	=	"B25064_001E",	
																																						HZ_MEDVAL	=	"B25077_001E",	
																																						AGEM_TOT	=	"B01001_002E",	
																																						AGEM_LESS5	=	"B01001_003E",	
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																																						AGEM_5TO9	=	"B01001_004E",	
																																						AGEM_10TO14	=	"B01001_005E",	
																																						AGEM_15TO17	=	"B01001_006E",	
																																						AGEM_18TO19	=	"B01001_007E",	
																																						AGEM_20	=	"B01001_008E",	
																																						AGEM_21	=	"B01001_009E",	
																																						AGEM_22TO24	=	"B01001_010E",	
																																						AGEM_25TO29	=	"B01001_011E",	
																																						AGEM_30TO34	=	"B01001_012E",	
																																						AGEM_35TO39	=	"B01001_013E",	
																																						AGEM_40TO44	=	"B01001_014E",	
																																						AGEM_45TO49	=	"B01001_015E",	
																																						AGEM_50TO54	=	"B01001_016E",	
																																						AGEM_55TO59	=	"B01001_017E",	
																																						AGEM_60TO61	=	"B01001_018E",	
																																						AGEM_62TO64	=	"B01001_019E",	
																																						AGEF_TOT	=	"B01001_026E",	
																																						AGEF_LESS5	=	"B01001_027E",	
																																						AGEF_5TO9	=	"B01001_028E",	
																																						AGEF_10TO14	=	"B01001_029E",	
																																						AGEF_15TO17	=	"B01001_030E",	
																																						AGEF_18TO19	=	"B01001_031E",	
																																						AGEF_20	=	"B01001_032E",	
																																						AGEF_21	=	"B01001_033E",	
																																						AGEF_22TO24	=	"B01001_034E",	
																																						AGEF_25TO29	=	"B01001_035E",	
																																						AGEF_30TO34	=	"B01001_036E",	
																																						AGEF_35TO39	=	"B01001_037E",	
																																						AGEF_40TO44	=	"B01001_038E",	
																																						AGEF_45TO49	=	"B01001_039E",	
																																						AGEF_50TO54	=	"B01001_040E",	
																																						AGEF_55TO59	=	"B01001_041E",	
																																						AGEF_60TO61	=	"B01001_042E",	
																																						AGEF_62TO64	=	"B01001_043E",	
																																						INDM_TOT	=	"C24030_001E",	
																																						INDM_AGG	=	"C24030_003E",	
																																						INDM_CONST	=	"C24030_006E",	
																																						INDM_MANU	=	"C24030_007E",	
																																						INDM_WHOL	=	"C24030_008E",	
																																						INDM_RET	=	"C24030_009E",	
																																						INDM_TRANS	=	"C24030_010E",	
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																																						INDM_INFO	=	"C24030_010E",	
																																						INDM_FIN	=	"C24030_011E",	
																																						INDM_PROF	=	"C24030_017E",	
																																						INDM_EDU	=	"C24030_021E",	
																																						INDM_ARTS	=	"C24030_024E",	
																																						INDM_OTH	=	"C24030_027E",	
																																						INDM_PUB	=	"C24030_028E",	
																																						INDF_AGG	=	"C24030_030E",	
																																						INDF_CONST	=	"C24030_033E",	
																																						INDF_MANU	=	"C24030_034E",	
																																						INDF_WHOL	=	"C24030_035E",	
																																						INDF_RET	=	"C24030_036E",	
																																						INDF_TRANS	=	"C24030_037E",	
																																						INDF_INFO	=	"C24030_040E",	
																																						INDF_FIN	=	"C24030_041E",	
																																						INDF_PROF	=	"C24030_044E",	
																																						INDF_EDU	=	"C24030_048E",	
																																						INDF_ARTS	=	"C24030_051E",	
																																						INDF_OTH	=	"C24030_054E",	
																																						INDF_PUB	=	"C24030_055E"),	
																									key=census_api_key,year	=	2015,	
																									county	=	as.character(county_state_list[h,]$COUNTYFP),	
																									state	=	as.character(county_state_list[h,]$STATEFP),			
																									geometry	=	TRUE,output	=	"wide")	
			
		#	Combine	all	data	into	a	single	data	frame	
		if(!exists("census_data_all"))	
		{census_data_all	<-	data.frame(census_data)}	
		else	
		{census_data_all	<-	bind(census_data_all,data.frame(census_data))}	
}	
	
#	Drop	the	margin	of	error	columns	
census_data_clean	<-	census_data_all[,	-grep("_[[:digit:]]{3}M",	
colnames(census_data_all))]	
	
#	Drop	duplicate	columns	
census_data_clean2	<-	census_data_clean[,-c(51,52,76,77,97,98)]	
	
#	Replace	NAs	with	column	mean	
for(i	in	1:ncol(census_data_clean2)){	
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		census_data_clean2[is.na(census_data_clean2[,i]),	i]	<-	mean(census_data_clean2[,i],	
na.rm	=	TRUE)	
}	
	
#	Create	a	data	frame	with	the	census	block	groups	that	match	those	in	the	Main	Street	
block	group	data	frame	
census_data_req	<-	data.frame(census_data_clean2[(census_data_clean2$GEOID	%in%	
blocks_sel_frame$GEOID),])	
	
#	Merge	the	Main	Street	data	frame	and	the	census	block	group	data	frame	using	GEOID		
combined_data	<-	merge(census_data_req,blocks_sel_frame,by="GEOID")	
	
#	Check	for	NAs	
apply(combined_data,	2,	function(x)	any(is.na(x)))	
	
#	Save	file	
write.csv(combined_data,	"combined_data.csv",	row.names	=	FALSE)	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(7)	Calculate	additional	variables			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	For	each	Main	Street,	sum	the	block	group	data	to	get	totals	
#	Where	appropriate,	calculate	percentages	
#	(Missing	vars:	age,	population	of	city;	county	seat;	nearness	to	geographic	feature)	
aggregate_ms	<-	combined_data	%>%	
group_by(ST,MUNC,NAME.y,SHAPE_Area,MS_Area,NEARNESS)	%>%	dplyr::summarize(		
		BLOCK_AREA_f	=	sum(Block_Area),	
		POP_f	=	sum(POP),		
		POP_DEN_f	=	sum(POP)/sum(Block_Area),	
		HH_FAM_f	=	sum(HH_FAM)/sum(HH_TOT),	
		HH_NONFAM_f	=	sum(HH_NONFAM)/sum(HH_TOT),	
		EDU_COL_f	=	
(sum(EDU_ASSC)+sum(EDU_BACH)+sum(EDU_MAST)+sum(EDU_PROF)+sum(EDU_DOC)
)/sum(EDU_TOT),	
		EDU_HS_f	=	
(sum(EDU_HSGED)+sum(EDU_HSDIP)+sum(EDU_COL1YR)+sum(EDU_SOMECOL))/sum(E
DU_TOT),	
		EDU_LESSHS_f	=	(sum(EDU_TOT)-EDU_COL_f-EDU_HS_f)/sum(EDU_TOT),	
		JOBS_UNEMPL_f	=	sum(JOBS_UNEMPL)/sum(JOBS_TOT),	
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		JOBS_EMPL_f	=	(sum(JOBS_TOT)-sum(JOBS_UNEMPL))/sum(JOBS_TOT),	
		INC_MED_f	=	mean(INC_MED),	
		INC_MEAN_f	=	sum(INC_AGG)/sum(POP),	
		RACE_WH_f	=	sum(RACE_WH)/sum(POP),	
		RACE_NONWH_f	=	(sum(POP)-sum(RACE_WH))/sum(POP),	
		RACE_HISP_f	=	sum(RACE_HISP)/sum(POP),	
		HZ_MEDYR_f	=	mean(HZ_MEDYR),	
		HZ_OCU_f	=	sum(HZ_OCU)/sum(HZ_TOT),	
		HZ_VAC_f	=	sum(HZ_VAC)/sum(HZ_TOT),	
		HZ_OWN_f	=	sum(HZ_OWN)/sum(HZ_OCU),	
		HZ_RENT_f	=	sum(HZ_RENT)/sum(HZ_OCU),	
		HZ_MDRENT_f	=	mean(HZ_MDRENT),	
		HZ_MEDVAL_f	=	mean(HZ_MEDVAL),	
		AGE_UND18_f	=	
(sum(AGEM_LESS5)+sum(AGEM_5TO9)+sum(AGEM_10TO14)+sum(AGEM_15TO17)+su
m(AGEF_LESS5)+sum(AGEF_5TO9)+sum(AGEF_10TO14)+sum(AGEF_15TO17))/(sum(AG
EM_TOT)+sum(AGEF_TOT)),	
		AGE_18TO34_f	=	
(sum(AGEM_18TO19)+sum(AGEM_20)+sum(AGEM_21)+sum(AGEM_22TO24)+sum(AGE
M_25TO29)+sum(AGEM_30TO34)+sum(AGEF_18TO19)+sum(AGEF_20)+sum(AGEF_21)
+sum(AGEF_22TO24)+sum(AGEF_25TO29)+sum(AGEF_30TO34))/(sum(AGEM_TOT)+su
m(AGEF_TOT)),	
		AGE_35TO64_f	=	
(sum(AGEM_35TO39)+sum(AGEM_40TO44)+sum(AGEM_45TO49)+sum(AGEM_50TO54)
+sum(AGEM_55TO59)+sum(AGEM_60TO61)+sum(AGEM_62TO64)+sum(AGEF_35TO39)
+sum(AGEF_40TO44)+sum(AGEF_45TO49)+sum(AGEF_50TO54)+sum(AGEF_55TO59)+s
um(AGEF_60TO61)+sum(AGEF_62TO64))/(sum(AGEM_TOT)+sum(AGEF_TOT)),	
		AGE_65PLUS_f	=	(sum(AGEM_TOT)+sum(AGEF_TOT)-AGE_UND18_f-AGE_18TO34_f-
AGE_35TO64_f)/(sum(AGEM_TOT)+sum(AGEF_TOT)),	
		IND_TOT_f	=	sum(INDM_TOT),	
		IND_AGG_f	=	(sum(INDM_AGG)+sum(INDF_AGG))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_CONST_f	=	(sum(INDM_CONST)+sum(INDF_CONST))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_MANU_f	=	(sum(INDM_MANU)+sum(INDF_MANU))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_WHOL_f	=	(sum(INDM_WHOL)+sum(INDF_WHOL))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_RET_f	=	(sum(INDM_RET)+sum(INDF_RET))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_TRANS_f	=	(sum(INDM_TRANS)+sum(INDF_TRANS))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_FIN_f	=	(sum(INDM_FIN)+sum(INDF_FIN))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_PROF_f	=	(sum(INDM_PROF)+sum(INDF_PROF))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_EDU_f	=	(sum(INDM_EDU)+sum(INDF_EDU))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_ARTS_f	=	(sum(INDM_ARTS)+sum(INDF_ARTS))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_OTH_f	=	(sum(INDM_OTH)+sum(INDF_OTH))/IND_TOT_f,	
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		IND_PUB_f	=	(sum(INDM_PUB)+sum(INDF_PUB))/IND_TOT_f,	
		IND_INFO_f	=	(IND_TOT_f-IND_AGG_f-IND_CONST_f-IND_MANU_f-IND_WHOL_f-
IND_RET_f-IND_TRANS_f-IND_FIN_f-IND_PROF_f-IND_EDU_f-IND_ARTS_f-IND_OTH_f-
IND_PUB_f)/IND_TOT_f	
)	
	
#	Inspect	data	frame	
dim(aggregate_ms)	
head(aggregate_ms)	
tail(aggregate_ms)	
summary(aggregate_ms)	
str(aggregate_ms)	
	
#	Fix	errors:	change	data	types	
aggregate_ms$NEARNESS	<-	as.numeric(as.character(aggregate_ms$NEARNESS))	
	
#	Check	for	NAs	
check_aggregate_ms	<-	aggregate_ms[rowSums(is.na(aggregate_ms))	>0	,]	
dim(check_aggregate_ms)	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(8)	Calculate	z-scores	for	all	variables			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Reset	RStudio	plot	panel	(if	errors)	
graphics.off()	
par("mar")	
par(mar=c(1,1,1,1))	
options(scipen=5)	
	
#	Check	for	outliers	
source("http://goo.gl/UUyEzD")	
outlierKD(aggregate_ms,	MS_Area)	
outlierKD(aggregate_ms,	HZ_MEDVAL_f)	
	
#	Remove	outliers	
agg_clust	<-	agg_clust[-c(473),]	
	
#	Subset	variables	for	cluster	
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agg_clust	<-	agg_clust[,	-c(4,7,11,14,16,18,19,23,26,32,33,44)]	
	
#	Name	rows	
agg_clust$ID	<-	paste(agg_clust$ST,	agg_clust$MUNC,	agg_clust$NAME.y,	sep=",")	
clust_names	<-	agg_clust[['ID']]	
row.names(agg_clust)	<-	clust_names	
	
#	Check	variance	
mar	<-	par()$mar	
par(mar=mar+c(0,5,0,0))	
barplot(sapply(agg_clust,	var),	horiz=T,	las=1,	cex.names=1)	
barplot(sapply(agg_clust[,-c(1,2,3,35)],	var),	horiz=T,	las=1,	cex.names=1,	log='x',	main	=	
"Variance:	Before	Standardization")	
par(mar=mar)	
plot(sapply(agg_clust[,-c(1,2,3,35)],	var))	
	
#	Calculate	z-scores	for	all	columns	to	scale	
zscores	<-	agg_clust[,-c(35)]	
zscores[,4:34]	<-	data.frame(scale(zscores[,4:34]))	
barplot(sapply(zscores[,4:34],	var),	horiz=T,	las=1,	cex.names=1,	main	=	"Variance:	After	
Standardization")	
plot(sapply(zscores[,4:34],	var))	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(9)	Cluster	Analysis			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Remove	extra	columns	
zscores	<-	zscores[,-c(24,26:34)]	
	
#	Graph	correlation	matrix	
#install.packages("corrplot")	
library(corrplot)	
ms_corr	<-	cor(zscores[,4:24])	
corrplot(ms_corr,	method="circle",	order="hclust",	tl.col="black",	tl.srt=45,	tl.cex=0.8)	
	
#	Get	principal	component	vectors	
pc	<-	princomp(zscores[,4:24])	
plot(pc)	
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plot(pc,	type='l')	
summary(pc)	
	
#	First	for	principal	components	
pc	<-	prcomp(zscores[,4:24])	
comp	<-	data.frame(pc$x[,1:9])	
	
#	Choose	PCA	or	remove	highly	correlated	variables	
zscores	<-	zscores[,	-c(18)]	
	
#	First,	determine	best	linkage	method	
#	Linkage	methods	to	assess	
m	<-	c(	"average",	"single",	"complete",	"ward")	
names(m)	<-	c(	"average",	"single",	"complete",	"ward")	
	
#	Function	to	compute	coefficient	
ac	<-	function(x)	{	
		agnes(zscores[,4:23],	metric	=	"euclidian",	method	=	x)$ac	
}	
	
#	Compute	coefficient	(closer	to	1	suggests	strong	clustering	structure)	
map_dbl(m,	ac)	
	
#	Check	divisive	clustering	
ms_hc2	<-	diana(zscores[,4:23],	metric	=	"euclidian")	
#	Divise	coefficient;	amount	of	clustering	structure	found	
ms_hc2$dc	
	
#	Determine	optimal	number	of	clusters	(Elbow	Method)	
fviz_nbclust(zscores[,4:23],	FUN	=	hcut,	method	=	"wss")	
	
#	Determine	optimal	number	of	clusters	(Silhouette	Method)	
fviz_nbclust(zscores[,4:23],	FUN	=	hcut,	method	=	"silhouette")	
	
#	Determine	optimal	number	of	clusters	(Gap	Statistic	Method)	
set.seed(123)	
gap_stat	<-	clusGap(zscores[,4:23],	FUN	=	hcut,	nstart	=	25,	
																				K.max	=	10,	B	=	50)	
fviz_gap_stat(gap_stat)	
	
#	Determine	optimal	number	of	clusters	(30	Indices)	
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library("NbClust")	
nb	<-	NbClust(zscores[,4:23],	min.nc	=	3,	
														max.nc	=	10,	method	=	"ward.D2")	
	
#	Graph	optimal	number	of	clusters	
fviz_nbclust(nb)	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(10)	Create	Visuals		#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Name	rows	
zscores$ID	<-	paste(zscores$ST,	zscores$MUNC,	zscores$NAME.y,	sep=",")	
zscores_names	<-	zscores[['ID']]	
row.names(zscores)	<-	zscores_names	
	
#	Install	color	palette	
#install.packages("wesanderson")	
library(wesanderson)	
colors	<-	wes_palette(n=6,	name="Zissou1",	type	=	"continuous")	
	
#	Require	packages	
require(magrittr)	
require(ggplot2)	
require(dendextend)	
	
dend	<-	zscores[,4:23]	%>%	dist(method="euclidian")	%>%	
		hclust(method="ward.D2")	%>%	as.dendrogram	%>%	
		set("branches_k_color",	k	=	6,	value	=	colors)	%>%	set("branches_lwd",	0.7)	%>%	
		set("leaves_pch",	19)	%>%	set("leaves_cex",	0.5)	%>%	
		set("labels",	row.names(zscores))	%>%	set("labels_cex",	0.5)	%>%		
		set("labels_colors",	k	=	6,	value	=	colors)	
ggd1	<-	as.ggdend(dend)		
ggplot(ggd1,	horiz	=	TRUE)	+		
		geom_point()	
	
#	Cut	dendrogram	at	6	clusters	
clusMember6	<-	cutree(dend,	k	=	6,	order_clusters_as_data	=	TRUE)	
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#	3D	Plot	(looks	better)	
library(scatterplot3d)	
comp$clusMember6	<-	clusMember6	
colors	<-	colors[as.numeric(comp$clusMember6)]	
scatter1	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	15)	
scatter2	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	30)	
scatter3	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	45)	
scatter4	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	60)	
scatter5	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	75)	
scatter6	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	92)	
scatter7	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	105)	
scatter8	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	120)	
scatter9	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	135)	
scatter10	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	150)	
scatter11	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	165)	
scatter12	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	185)	
scatter13	<-	scatterplot3d(comp$PC1,	comp$PC2,	comp$PC3,	pch	=	16,	color=colors,	
angle	=	195)	
	
#	Add	cluster	number	to	Main	Street	data	frame	
final_ms	<-	agg_clust	
final_ms$cluster6	<-	clusMember6	
	
#	Add	cluster	number	to	zscore	data	frame	
zscoresf	<-	zscores	
zscoresf$cluster6	<-	clusMember6	
	
#	Group	by	cluster	
ms_heatmap	<-	zscoresf	%>%	group_by(cluster6)	%>%	dplyr::summarize(		
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		MS_Area_s	=	mean(MS_Area),	
		NEARNESS_s	=	mean(NEARNESS),	
		POP_s	=	mean(POP_f),		
		POP_DEN_s	=	mean(POP_DEN_f),	
		HH_FAM_s	=	mean(HH_FAM_f),	
		EDU_COL_s	=	mean(EDU_COL_f),	
		EDU_HS_s	=	mean(EDU_HS_f),	
		JOBS_UNEMPL_s	=	mean(JOBS_UNEMPL_f),	
		INC_MED_s	=	mean(INC_MED_f),	
		RACE_NONWH_s	=	mean(RACE_NONWH_f),	
		RACE_HISP_s	=	mean(RACE_HISP_f),	
		HZ_MEDYR_s	=	mean(HZ_MEDYR_f),	
		HZ_VAC_s	=	mean(HZ_VAC_f),	
		HZ_OWN_s	=	mean(HZ_OWN_f),	
		HZ_MEDVAL_s	=	mean(HZ_MEDVAL_f),	
		AGE_UND18_s	=	mean(AGE_UND18_f),	
		AGE_18TO34_s	=	mean(AGE_18TO34_f),	
		AGE_35TO64_s	=	mean(AGE_35TO64_f),	
		AGE_65PLUS_s	=	AGE_UND18_s	-	AGE_18TO34_s	-	AGE_35TO64_s,	
		IND_AGG_s	=	mean(IND_AGG_f),	
		IND_MANU_s	=	mean(IND_MANU_f)	
)	
	
#	Install	libraries	
library("reshape2")	
library("scales")	
	
#	Make	a	heatmap	for	each	cluster	
msorder	<-	list(6,5,4,3,2,1)	
ms_heatmap$Order	<-	as.numeric(msorder)	
ms_heatmap$Name	<-	with(ms_heatmap,	reorder(cluster6,	Order))	
ms_heatmap	<-	ms_heatmap[,-c(1,23)]	
	
ms_heatmap.m	<-	melt(ms_heatmap)	
ms_heatmap.s	<-	ddply(ms_heatmap.m,	.(variable),	transform)	
	
ggplot(ms_heatmap.s,	aes(variable,	Name))	+		
		geom_tile(aes(fill	=	value),	colour	=	"white")	+		
		scale_fill_gradient2(low	=	"white",	mid	=	muted("steelblue"),	
																							high	=	"black",	midpoint	=	1,	space	=	"Lab",	
																							na.value	=	"grey50",	guide	=	"colourbar")	+		
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		scale_x_discrete("",	expand	=	c(0,	0))	+		
		scale_y_discrete("",	expand	=	c(0,	0))	+		
		theme_grey(base_size	=	20)	+		
		theme(legend.position	=	"none",	
								axis.ticks	=	element_blank(),		
								axis.text.x	=	element_text(angle	=	330,	hjust	=	0))	
	
	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
#		(10)	Save	data			#	
#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	#	
	
	
#	Save	data	
write.csv(final_ms,	"ms_clusters.csv",	row.names	=	FALSE)	
	
#	Save	data	
write.csv(zscoresf,	"zscore_clusters.csv",	row.names	=	FALSE)	
